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the application store is the crux of the baidu pc faster application. you can install
any of the applications in it and can also view the applications that are available for
download. the applications in the store are sorted into categories and you can even
search for apps in the category that youre interested in. the program also comes
with an application store where you can download and purchase applications
ranging from games to office applications. you can manage downloads and split
applications into all types and sorts of lists. what i found most impressive is that you
could search for and install updates of applications that have long existed on your
pc. in all honesty though, this is the first blatant example of bloatware on the
application. the installation sets the application store up as a separate application.
its not a fixed component on pc fasters user interface but a shortcut. i dont mind
either. most of the features on baidus pc faster are cleverly disguised adware but
instead of cursing them, youll be thanking them because of the quality of the
applications presented here. last but not least, you get game faster which is also
more of an application on its own than a component on the main user interface. the
baidu browser free download application only has one feature. it is a cleaner that is
free and comes bundled with baidus free software. its not a full featured alternative
or even a very good one. if you are looking for a cleaner than baidu computer faster
doesnt offer, you might try one of the free ones available on the internet. otherwise,
baidu pc faster is a great option.
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although pc faster is a little pricey at $0.99. it is well worth the money, especially if
youre looking for a complete solution to optimize your pc. the application works

very well and should be considered as a good alternative to the $6.00 ie
alternatives. pc faster is a decent utility, but its still got a long way to go. the

developers have certainly made some great progress in their own right, but the
program is still missing some important features that would make it a major hit in
the market. if you have an xp compatible pc, pc faster is a no-brainer. its not as if

the program will work on vista, but if you have a second pc and are thinking of
switching back to the beloved os. pc faster is the perfect replacement for the

lackluster windows xp. pc faster is a nice little application, it offers a lot of features.
its clean and easy to use, its also a bit pricey, but well worth the money. its pretty

much the best free alternative for any one wanting to switch back to xp. pc faster is
a program that has the potential to be a good little optimization tool for the average
pc user. its not really worth the $.99 because it is extremely limited in the features
it can offer. we can only hope to see more features added to the program. if youre
looking for a good replacement for windows xp then check out pc faster, youll be
happy you did. pc faster is a nice little utility, but its still got a long way to go. the
developers have certainly made some great progress in their own right, but the

program is still missing some important features that would make it a major hit in
the market. 5ec8ef588b
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